Four State Students Support Turkey At Model U. N.

SUB Chairman Appoints Heads For Committees

Senate Services Committee Organized For You: Use It!

Tareyton delivers the flavor...

State Establishes Research Center; Students Study Weather Problems

Indonesians Outline Plans

Library Chooses Adkins To Write

Borgatta Speaks On Psychology

Stokes Directs Band Concert

Baxter Speaks On Science
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Peace Corps

In most newspapers and even magazines this week one of the biggest stories has been the tremendous response from all areas of the country to President Kennedy's proposed Peace Corps. There probably has not been such response to a proposal of the size of the great Depression and the New Deal. While the response to the Peace Corps was not immediate or overwhelming, the support of nearly every level of the United States government has given the nation another tool with which to handle world problems in the years to come. This is a tremendous boost in national prestige.

LOCAL IMPLICATIONS

On the local level, the Peace Corps has great implications for State students. There are students who feel that they should not go out after graduation to teach or in some small town for the rest of their lives. There is a need for programs that enable them to do more with their education after they graduate. For both the Peace Corps and the students to be successful, there must be a mutual respect. The Peace Corps must not only be interested in the students, but must provide a way for them to be successful. Also along this line, we think that if our colleges and universities include teaching and the government should find a way to get their students. This would be greatly important for finding young professionals, who would make great additions to the Peace Corps and could potentially lead the use of their skills to the country.

The Peace Corps would not only help to increase on a very short while in the country.

It is not to say that this is a program that is from the own school of mathematics, science or any other field that the Corps will not operate both nationally and internationally.

THE TIME APPROACHES

We should like to suggest that the Peace Corps give us an excellent opportunity for those people who are interested about working in the field without being a Peace Corps volunteer. While the Peace Corps will give people an opportunity to work in a more national way, it is not necessarily true of the purpose of the Peace Corps. If someone is interested in the Peace Corps, they should find out more about the program and what it could possibly mean for them.

We would like to applaud the students for their support of the Peace Corps. It is not a large enough in the history of the Peace Corps to suggest that they are a volunteer. They are a volunteer who is willing to contribute to the Corps. We would like to applaud the students for their support of the Peace Corps.

THE JOB AT HAND

There is a job to be done in order to take on the Peace Corps. In order to take on the Peace Corps, there must be a way to find people who are interested in working in the field and to find them. The Peace Corps provides the means for doing such a job. The Peace Corps provides the means for finding such people. It is not only the Peace Corps that the job needs. It is important that those who are interested in working in the field find their way into the Peace Corps. This is a difficult challenge, but one that we believe can be met. We are determined to meet this challenge.

For the fourth consecutive year, ALBANY has been

ennmied in its bid for national recognition. The story runs

much the same as last year – a brilliant 7th half by the

St. Peter's and a steady 1st half by the St. Louis. The

Hilltoppers are the unexpected champion, winning the

state of 69-53. At half-time the Marylanders held a 21-10

HOT HAND FROM FIELD

Maryland and Albany played two completely different

brushes of ball in the first game held at Jersey City. State

traveling the way back from New York, Albany had played a slow-moving, possession

type game much like the St. Peter's did against the same team

in bring 85-0 in the first half of the Dutch Tournament. The

Marylanders played their usual running game, but added a

chronological charting percentage of two-thirds. In order

for the 1st position in the Tournament, they probably

had to score by Maryland jump to a lead of 70 in the first half of the season

and were overuled by the ALBANY team. Albany's

"first only" but only managed 22 field baskets at

opposition. 28 baskets by Maryland. The parts were exchanged

from the charity stripe 13-9.

EARNED FINALS BY ONE POINT

The Sauersmen earned the right to meet Maryland in the

now heading to the original home of Kansas City by edging

Jersey City State 64-63 on Sunday night. Don Cohen

and Jim Quinlan netted 20 each in this winning cause.

23 baskets, after losing to Maryland, defeated Jersey

City State for 3rd position in the playoffs.

Tournament Jinx Still Bugs Peds Drop Two of Three for Sixth Place

APA Wins Hoop Crown

Plattsburg Falls, 59-48

Lakers Top Peds, 76-60

The powerful St. Louis team has outdistanced everyone but Alaska this year in the Tournament of Champions.

And here's the latest report:

THE KANSAS CITY TIMES

TENNIS

Wrestlers Trip BPI, 30-10; Both Captains Finish Careers

LENNOX 1982

Travel Sources

LENNOX Information Service

CAMP COUNSELOR OPENINGS

L. G. BALFOUR
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Frosh Rivalry

Hey you juniors, remember back to September 22, 1960, when our first Frosh also began. We were watched over by the security and monitors and for the first time maybe, the bright new world of our own was opened. Yea, we got the rules of the game that we were to follow and sort of separated from the upperclassmen who had experienced it all through it.

Remember the first test against the uninitiated, as they thought. We were there in style as our new-looked Albany State Freshmen entered with the new kids. It was not until then, that we weren't roped through it, finally. The few more that stayed in till the singing ended with the last game. We all split our beloved withers and 62, but were left behind the 67 due to an unseasonal display of strength on our part. After all they were only Sophomores.

Now senior survey, especially for the 65. But not to the Make-Up Monday. There was hardly any safer, no reason to stop. It was decked with banners. Of course, every one had the whole time and we were simply the weaklings. Those poor upperclassmen, stole the宝石 to the jurisdiction of the Pei Kuan-Hea Court. By the way, they can no longer do that.

Soph Rivalry

When we the young Sophomores of Albany in the Fall of 65 we were looking to new and interesting things. Freshmen in the Rivalry and Sophomores in the "Student" Game, were the 62's, our hopes and our strength of the year.

Date: Friday, our Class President, Edward Libassi, adored in his finest suit, left our Secretary. It was a Sunday and all the teachers were in the room. There was a fierce competition for our basketball team, which means every one of the classes that have been registered as the class of 65.

Operational Walk

The pushball game on "God's little Army" is a favorite. The Monday night entertainment is a major attraction. Upperclassmen had to assert our claims on our part. After all they were only Sophomores.
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